
Gilmore Girls Coffee Talk:  

How to pretend you know what you’re talking about 

before the “A Year in the Life” premiere.  
 
“Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life” hits Netflix in only 25 short days. If you’re anything like me, 
you told yourself you’d watch the whole series before the revival’s premiere on November 
25th. And, if you’re anything like me, between “The Get Down”, “Narcos”, and “Stranger 
Things”, I’m sure that other Netflixing got in your way of powering through the 7 seasons of 
“Gilmore Girls”. 
 
This will be the Netflix event of November, making it a must-watch to keep up with the TV-talk 
around your office. Whether you’re new to the Girls or you just need to brush up on your 
Gilmoreisms before you grab your bowl of coffee and Red Vines and head to your viewing 
party, these five talking points should help you keep up with the workplace chatter during 
coffee breaks until then. 
 
Coffee Break Talking Point #1: How long have we been waiting for this revival anyway? 
“Gilmore Girls” premiered October 5, 2000 and in that pilot we met Lorelai and Rory Gilmore 
when they were 32 and 16 years old. When the series ended on May 15, 2007, Lorelai was 
finding success owning the Dragonfly Inn and Rory was about to hit the campaign trail 
following Barack Obama. With “Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life” debuting in 2016 and some 
basic math, that puts the girls at 48 and 32. A lot can happen in ten years, and we’re being 
brought to a time when Rory is the same age as her mom when the show began. So many 
implications!  
 
Coffee Break Talking Point #2: Will Rory still be reporting on Obama? 
Maybe it’s because I’ve watched the entire series about once a year for the last 10 years, but it 
doesn’t really feel like much time has passed since the show was on air until you look at those 
numbers and realize, whoa, it has. Rory hitting the campaign trail was such an impressive start 
to her career, politics will have to factor into the new episodes somehow – but how – 
especially since the United States will have a completely different president by November 25. 
How creator/writers Amy Sherman-Palladino and Daniel Palladino work in that real-world 
change, if at all, is something to watch out for.  
 
Coffee Break Talking Point #3: What’s with the picture of an apple and Pop-Tarts? 



A promotional image released for “A Year in the Life” got diehard fans buzzing about the 
possibility Lorelai might be pregnant. In season 5 Lorelai finds herself craving an apple, 
something that is generally not part of her diet, but a craving she had while pregnant with 
Rory. So, does the single apple mean a baby for Lorelai? At age 48, it’s pretty unlikely, 
especially because the picture was really a reference to a snack Lorelai prepared for Rory, 
Louise, Madeline, and Paris in season one. You might not see a baby this fall, but you did just 
get a good snack idea for your “Gilmore Girls” viewing party. 
 
Coffee Break Talking Point #4: What will the last four words of “A Year in the Life” be? 
It’s not completely uncommon knowledge at this point that the original series didn’t go the 
way Sherman-Palladino had always dreamed. The show moved networks heading into the last 
season and with that move, Sherman-Palladino felt it necessary to move on herself. Though 
she knew from day one what she wanted the last four words of the series to be, she didn’t get 
to use them before but now they will be used to conclude the revival. But what will they be? 
 
Coffee Break Talking Point #5: How are they going to work in all those characters?   
At this point, we know that just about all the characters we love will be returning to the Hollow 
in some way or another and we can expect to see everyone from Andrew, who owns the 
bookstore, to Mitchum Huntzberger, Logan’s dad.  
So, would you like the happy version first or the sad?  
Sad: The beloved Edward Herman, who played Richard Gilmore, passed away in 2014. When 
word of the revival came the next year, the first thought on my mind was what kind of show 
would it be without our Richard. Then, when it was announced that “A Year in the Life” would 
be based on the four seasons and would begin with “Winter,” I knew sadly that things might 
start with a funeral. Richard was a respected man and it will be no surprise to see the 
Hartford/Chilton crowd appear including the Huntzbergers and even Headmaster Charleston.   
Happy: I think we’re finally going to get a Gilmore Girl wedding. Whether it’s for Lorelai or 
Rory, what better way to have every person in Stars Hollow get together than with a wedding 
that miraculously, absolutely no one in Stars Hollow has a conflict with. 
 
“Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life” premieres Nov. 25 on Netflix. 
 


